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Preface

The third volume of *Problems* has the same structure and the same aim as the first two volumes. The problems can be used for writing essays for final examinations, dissertations or, in European context, “habilitations”. The authors would be very pleased if solutions to some problems would be published in some appropriate journals. They also hope that each problem presented here will be developed further both in empirical and theoretical directions. In many cases only suggestions and hints are given but the authors hope that the reader will go his own way and systematize the given problem, i.e. subsume it under a more general problem, link it with other phenomena and, at last, propose a theoretical derivation with linguistic substantiation. However, even empirical testing using other texts/languages and empirical generalizations would be of great value.

Each problem automatically evokes other problems which are either collateral or hierarchic, i.e. concern problems at the same linguistic level or at a different one. As a matter of fact, local problems can be solved in isolation adequately or ad hoc, but in theoretical research the only criterion of a useful solution is systematization. Hence we recommend the reader not to stop at the solution of a problem for a single text or text sort or author or language but to extend the analysis at least by means of empirical generalization to different objects. Since the readers are linguists, the extension of the scope of study to other languages may not be a serious problem.

In the present volume the problems are classified into six groups: phonology and script, grammar, semantics, synergetics, text analysis and a group of mixed problems. If there is a hint to a similar problem in the previous volumes, it is recommended to solve first the simpler task and generalize the problem step by step.

The mathematics necessary for solutions is simple and can either be found in text-books of statistics, or, if not, then the reader finds instructions directly in the “Procedure” accompanying each problem. It is recommended to read at least some of the works given in the References. Many times we quote old works in order to show that the problem itself is nothing new but obtains a different look in its new quantitative costume.
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